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SECTOR TRAnSPAREnCy MEASuRES ACT, 
cOntaineD with the Omnibus buDget 
bill c-43, receiveD rOyal assent.  
The Act is intended to deter and detect corrup-

tion by requiring companies to report payments 

they make to governments in Canada and abroad.  

The federal government is implementing the 

measures as part of international efforts to 

improve transparency surrounding payments 

made by companies in the oil and gas and mining 

sectors to governments. This Bill has only one 

Federal Government Passes 
Disclosure Law for Oil, Gas 
and Mining Companies

written by

JOHN OLyNyk, 

kEITH BERGNER 

& JOANN JAMIESON 
lawsOn lunDell llP
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remaining step for it to become law, which is the Governor in 

Council making an Order in Council bringing the law into force. 

Although there is no timeline for the publication of such an 

Order in Council – previous statements by government repre-

sentatives, suggest the Act will be brought into force around 

June 2015.

the reporting requirement
The reporting requirements will apply to any company that is 

publicly traded in Canada, or as any company doing business in 

Canada that meet two of the following three criteria: it has at 

least (i) $20 million in assets; (ii) $40 million in revenue; or (iii) 250 

employees. The federal government will be able to expand the 

reporting requirement to other companies by regulation. Those 

companies will be required to report payments to governments 

in specified categories, including taxes, royalties, fees, production 

entitlement, bonuses, dividends and infrastructure improvement 

payments. The federal government will have the power to expand 

the list of reportable payment categories by regulation. 

Companies will be required to disclose payments within a 

category of payment that are made to the same government, if the 

total of all payments during the financial year is at least $100,000 

(including the value of payments in kind), or any other amount 

specified in regulations. The $100,000 CDN threshold is lower than 

the $100,000 US applicable in the United States and the 100,000 

EUR threshold applicable in the European Union. Companies 

which are subject to reporting requirements in the United States 

and/or Europe will have to keep these differing thresholds in 

mind. The Act does allow the federal government to deem compli-

ance with other jurisdictions’ reporting requirements to meet 

requirements under the proposed Act, if the responsible Minister 

believes that the other jurisdiction’s reporting requirements meet 

the purposes of the Act.

Companies are to report payments by filing reports within 150 

calendar days of their financial year end and are required to keep 

records related to reports for a period of seven years after filing. 

In addition, the federal government will have the power to order 

companies to provide information, including audit results, needed 

to confirm that reporting requirements have been met.

The Act provides significant penalties for contraventions, 

including fines of up to $250,000 for failure to report payments 

and for deliberately structuring payments so as to avoid triggering 

reporting obligations. Any official, director, or agent of a company 

that directs, authorizes, assents to, acquiesces in or participates in 

a contravention of the reporting requirements will also be guilty of 

an offence and liable to a fine of up to $250,000.

application to aboriginal governments
The proposed Act will apply to payments made to Aboriginal 

governments in Canada, but not for two years after the Act comes 

into force. At that time, companies will be required to report 

payments made to First Nations, Métis settlements and other 

Aboriginal governments that are within the listed categories. 

At present, the categories of reportable payments do not include 

consultation capacity funding payments, or “social” payments for 

training and education, employment, and community develop-

ment purposes expressly included in the reporting requirements. 

However, the scope of the “infrastructure improvement payments” 

category is undefined, and could potentially capture commu-

nity investment payments made by companies to Aboriginal 

governments under impact benefit agreements, depending on the 

purpose or intended use of the payment.

coming into Force 
The proposed Extractive Sector Transparency Measures Act has been 

passed by Parliament along with the other provisions of Bill C-43, 

and the Act will come into force as to be determined by the federal 

government, expected to be by June 2015. Resource companies 

will want to monitor the implementation of the proposed Act, 

and ensure that appropriate internal tracking and compliance 

measures are in place prior to the Act coming into force. m

John Olynyk is a partner in the Calgary office of Lawson 

Lundell LLP. His practice includes advising private sector 

and government clients throughout Canada on Aboriginal, 

environmental, regulatory and natural resources matters. 

He can be reached at jolynyk@lawsonlundell.com. 

Keith Bergner is a partner in the Vancouver office of Lawson 

Lundell LLP. He advises private sector, public sector and 

government clients on Aboriginal law and regulatory matters. 

He can be reached at kbergner@lawsonlundell.com. 

JoAnn Jamieson is a partner in the Calgary office of 

Lawson Lundell LLP. Her practice is dedicated to 

regulatory, environmental and aboriginal law matters. 

She can be reached at jjamieson@lawsonlundell.com. 

This article is made available for educational purposes only 

as well as to give you general information and a general 

understanding of the law, not to provide specific legal 

advice. By using this article you understand that there is 

no lawyer-client relationship between you and the article 

authors. The article should not be used as a substitute for 

competent legal advice from a licensed professional lawyer.
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in the 1980s anD 1990s, as a result 
OF aDvantageOus tax treatment, the 
limiteD PartnershiP became a POPu-
lar FOrm OF business OrganizatiOn 

used to raise large sums of capital from numerous 

investors in the oil and gas exploration sector. 

While the use of limited partnerships may have 

declined somewhat, Landmen are still likely to 

encounter both general and limited partnerships 

as working interest owners, investors, contractual 

counterparties, or otherwise. Thus, it is useful to 

understand the unique nature of these business 

organizations, and to consider some of the distinc-

tive features that may impact your practice. We 

hope that this article provides a brief refresher of 

partnerships and identifies some select issues and 

practice points for you to consider.

Partnerships and limited Partnerships – 
what is the difference?
A partnership is a relationship between two 

or more persons, formed for the purpose of 

Dealing With Partnerships 
tips and traps

written by

BRuCE LAWRENCE 

& PETER BRyAN
bOrDen laDner gervais llP
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carrying on business with a view to profit. The most common 

form of partnership is the general partnership, in which all the 

partners manage the business and are equally liable for part-

nership debt and wrongful or negligent acts of other partners.  

While the arrangements amongst the partners are commonly 

set out in a partnership agreement, the provincial Partnership Act 

(the “Partnership Act”) outlines the basic rules with respect to the 

fundamental rights, duties and obligations of partners.

A limited partnership is also created by the Partnership Act and 

is a variation of the general partnership. Limited partnerships 

consist of at least one general partner and one or more limited 

partners. To fund a limited partnership, a party will make a 

contribution to the partnership, and receive “units” in the part-

nership in return. The analogy to a corporation is the investor 

makes an investment (a capital contribution) and receives a 

share (versus a unit) in return. Only the general partner may 

manage and control the business of the limited partnership 

and the general partner’s liability is unlimited and unrestricted 

(just like a corporation). Typically, the general partner has exten-

sive rights and authority to control and manage the business 

of the limited partnership, except for any limitations as set 

out in the Partnership Act or limited partnership agreement.  

By contrast, the limited partners have very limited rights, (gener-

ally only the right to inspect the books, receive an accounting from 

the general partner, and to apply to the courts to have the partner-

ship dissolved and wound up). The limited partnership agreement 

may set out additional rights. Provided the limited partnership 

is properly formed and registered, and provided the limited partner 

does not take part in the control of the business, each limited partner 

is only liable to the extent of its respective capital contribution 

(investment) and nothing more (for example, the operating debts 

of the limited partnership). 

Limited partnerships are commonly structured by forming a 

corporation to act as the general partner so that the corporation, 

whose shareholders have limited liability, retains the unlimited 

liability of the limited partnership, and manages the operations 

of the business. The corporate general partner often recovers its 

expenses and the costs of establishing and operating the partner-

ship from the partnership revenues, but otherwise has minimal 

rights to share in the profits and losses. The limited partners, who 

have the benefit of limited liability as long as they do not partic-

ipate in the management of the limited partnership, generally 

share the profits and losses of the limited partnership in propor-

tion to their capital contribution. 

tax benefits
While the limited partners have limited liability like shareholders 

in a corporation, the limited partners may also be able to receive 

the advantage of certain tax benefits resulting from being a part-

ner. The reason for this is due to the tax treatment of different 

business organizations. For example, a corporation is a distinct 
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Source: Canada West Land. Founded 1983.  

Our Definition:
1. A company offering both Acquisition & Divesti-
ture services 

2. A service in which A&D due diligence is a core 
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taxable entity under the Income Tax Act (the “Tax Act”). It is required 

to calculate its net income for tax purposes by taking into account 

all revenues and deducting permitted expenses and it will be 

subject to tax on its taxable income. If its business results in 

losses, the losses can only be used within certain limits against 

the corporation’s, versus the shareholders’ other income. In some 

cases, it may take many years for the corporation to generate 

sufficient income to be in a position to use prior losses.

In contrast, a limited partnership is not itself a taxable entity 

under the Tax Act. Instead, it allocates its income or loss to its 

partners on an annual basis, and it is able to allocate losses and 

expenses incurred by the limited partnership to the partners in 

accordance with the terms of the partnership agreement. As a 

result, subject to certain “at risk” rules that restrict the amount 

that can be deducted for tax purposes by the limited partner, 

limited partners are generally able to utilize their share of losses of 

the partnership as well as resource deductions, such as Canadian 

Oil and Gas Property Expense (COGPE), Canadian Exploration 

Expenses (CEE) and Canadian Development Expense (CDE), for 

deductions against other sources of income of the partners  

(i.e. employment or other business income), which may result in 

overall tax savings. In other words, certain tax incentives available 

to the oil and gas industry can be utilized by the partners imme-

diately to offset other sources of income. The allocation and use 

of certain resource expenses in a partnership structure can have a 

tax result similar to the use of ‘flow-through shares’, where such 

expenses incurred by a corporation can be designated in favour of 

purchasers of flow-through shares.

who is behind the limited Partnership? 
The limited partnership agreement will set out the mechanism 

and approvals for admitting new partners, and may also set out 

any rights or restrictions on any limited partner assigning its 

interest in the partnership. However, if an additional limited 

partner is admitted, or an assignee becomes a substituted 

limited partner in place of an original limited partner, the 

Partnership Act requires that an amendment to the certificate 

of registration for the partnership be submitted to the Registrar 

of Corporations. Therefore, unlike a corporation, it is possible to 

search the public registry to identify the partners and the extent 

of their capital contributions. It should be remembered, that 

the limited partners do not have the right to control or manage 

the limited partnership and generally have limited authority or 

liability, so identifying the limited partners may be of little use 

to a counterparty or stakeholder in determining the financial 

viability of the partnership. 

The financial strength of limited partnerships needs to be 

considered relative to future obligations. Quite often limited part-

nerships that are set up as pure investment vehicles will distribute 

all net revenue as soon as practicable. This could pose potential 
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issues in the future for the other joint owners particularly if there 

are significant cash calls, or joint environmental and abandon-

ment obligations. If the limited partnership does not have other 

assets or cash reserves, it may be questionable as to whether the 

partnership will be able to fund those liabilities, as the limited 

partnerships’ only meaningful asset may be the working interest 

itself which may have abandonment and clean up obligations in 

excess of the cash flow/value of the remaining reserves.

who holds the well licences?
Pursuant to the Oil and Gas Conservation Act (the “OGCA”), the 

Pipeline Act and AER Directive 067 “Applying for approval to hold 

EUB licenses” a partnership is expressly prohibited from becoming 

a licencee of a well, facility or pipeline. By contrast, a corporation 

is eligible to become a well, facilities or pipeline licensee provided 

it is an incorporated and active corporation under the Alberta 

Business Corporations Act, or registered under certain other acts 

such as the Bank Act, Insurance Act, Loan and Trust Corporations 

Act, or a railway company incorporated under federal act, and 

resides in Alberta or has appointed an approved authorized agent 

resident in Alberta should the corporation be incorporated in a 

jurisdiction outside of Alberta. As a result, a limited partnership 

itself would not be eligible to hold a well, facilities or pipeline 

license. It is common for the general partner of the limited part-

nership to be authorized to hold the partnership assets in its 

name and to be empowered to apply for permits for and on behalf 

of the limited partnership. Therefore, provided it is an eligible 

corporation, the general partner will normally hold the well, facil-

ities or pipeline license in its own name on behalf of the limited 

partnership. It may be useful to keep this in mind when register-

ing license conveyances. 

can the limited partners be responsible for suspension, 
abandonment and reclamation costs?
While Section 30 of the OGCA calls for the suspension, abandon-

ment and reclamation costs to be paid by the working interest 

participants in accordance with their proportionate share in the 

well or facility, “working interest participant” is defined in the 

OGCA as a person who owns a beneficial or legal undivided 

interest in a well or facility under agreements that pertain to the 

ownership of that well or facility. In the case of a partnership, the 

working interest in the well or facility is partnership property 

and not the property of any individual partner, making it unlikely 

that a limited partner would be considered a working interest 

participant for purposes of the OGCA. Provided the limited part-

ner has not participated in the control and management of the 

limited partnership, its liability for the suspension, abandonment 

and reclamation costs of any well, facility or pipeline would be 

limited to the amount of property the limited partner contributed 

to the limited partnership. There would not be recourse against 
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the limited partners individually for any amounts in excess, and 

in the event of the bankruptcy of the general partner licensee or 

the limited partnership, the regulator would likely pursue other 

working interest owners or predecessor licensees, rather than the 

limited partners.

can a partnership be the registered owner 
of land or register caveats?
A partnership cannot be the registered owner of land in Alberta 

nor can it file a caveat to protect an interest therein. As with a 

well, facilities or pipeline license, it is likely that the corporate 

general partner of the limited partnership would be the registered 

owner of the land or file the caveat in its own name on behalf of 

the limited partnership. 

transfers and 2402 exceptions for 
Dispositions to an affiliate
A word of caution when dealing with transfers involving partner-

ships. First, you need to identify whether you are dealing with a 

general or a limited partnership. If the former, all partners must 

be correctly identified and execute the associated agreements in 

the absence of some agency or trust agreement being provided.  

If it is a limited partnership, then the general partner is normally 

the only party who can execute documents on behalf of the 

partnership. It may be worth confirming, by representation or 

otherwise, that the general partner is authorized to bind the 

limited partnership. The partnership will not be bound if the 

general partner has no authority and you are aware of such lack 

of authority. Second, ensure that the general partner has not 

changed from the time the contract(s) were first entered into. If it 

has, you need to be provided with proper evidence of the change 

or transfer and ensure the provisions of the applicable operating 

agreement or procedure have been followed.

Each of the various forms of CAPL Operating Procedures 

provides an exemption to Article 2401 if the assignment, sale or 

disposition is to an “Affiliate”. As has been previously noted in The 

Negotiator (Olexiuk, Dubois and Duncanson; January, 2011), the defi-

nition of “Affiliate” has evolved in the CAPL Operating Procedures 

to include partnerships. However, as a result of the different 

definitions of “Affiliate” in each Operating Procedure, you should 

carefully examine whether the Article 2402 exception applies 

when the assignment, sale or disposition is to or from a partner-

ship, including a limited partnership. For example, under the 1974 

and 1981 Operating Procedure, “Affiliate” is defined with reference 

only to the relationship between corporations. As a result, it does 

not seem to contemplate that 2402 will apply to an assignment, 

sale or disposition by or to a partnership. In the 1990 Operating 

Procedures, however, while a partnership is contemplated in the 

definition of “Affiliate”, it is restricted to a partnership which is a 

“party” and which is comprised of corporate affiliates, and as a 

result, Article 2402 would arguably only apply if the assignment, 

sale or disposition is by the partnership to a corporate partner or 

its affiliates. By contrast, the 2007 Operating Procedure definition 

of “Affiliate” expressly includes a partnership, and contemplates 

an affiliation between partnerships. As a result, Article 24.02 in 

the 2007 CAPL Operation Procedure would seem to apply in the 

event of an assignment, sale or disposition by a partnership, to 

a partnership, or amongst partnerships that are affiliated. These 

subtle nuances in the definitions may have a significant impact on 

whether the exception to Article 2401 is applicable. 

conclusion
While partnerships may not be frequently encountered in oil 

and gas transactions, it is worth noting that they exhibit subtle 

distinctions in, amongst other things, tax treatment, the manner 

in which licenses and permits are held, responsibility for aban-

donment liabilities, and transfer mechanics. Landmen should be 

vigilant in recognizing these distinctions, identifying the issues 

and making appropriate enquiries. 

Please remember that these are preliminary, high level 

comments only, and specific legal advice is recommended to 

address unique or complicated circumstances, and the applicable 

law in each jurisdiction in which your operations are conducted. m
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now is our time to lead more powerfully, 
consciously and collaboratively in ways 
that make our world a better place today 
and in the future.

i am a cOnnecter. i am an Oilman. 
i am an envirOnmentalist. i am a 
leaDer. i am a cOach. i am a negOti-
atOr. i am a cOnFlict manager. I am a 

father. I am a grandfather. I am a husband. I am a 

convener. To know me is to know this: I refuse to 

be put in any one box. I don’t fit in. Throughout my 

life, I am committed to inviting the right people 

to come together with the right information: the 

right processes, vision and accountability to figure 

out what is right for them together. My career has 

focused on interest based coaching, negotiation, 

mediation and leadership to achieve the triple 

bottom-line for our companies, our communities 

and our planet. 

I choose knowledge over manipulation. I 

believe the anti frac-ing/pro frac-ing debate is a 

delusion and a missed opportunity. I believe that 

debate over climate change is the same. By focus-

ing so much on who is right, we fail to reduce 

our emissions and all negative impacts on the 

Break Through
ten steps to essential collaboration

written by

DAvID B. SAvAGE 

P.LAND, BA(ECON), ACC
savagemanage.cOm

cOllabOrativeglObalinitiative.cOm 

the negOtiatOr’s nOtebOOk



 

At Can-Am Geomatics it’s business as usual delivering 
the same great service and cost e�ective solutions our clients 
are used to. Our goal is to be your Geomatics provider of choice by 
conducting business with safety, honesty, integrity and professionalism. 
Contact us today and let’s navigate these waters together.

Stay the course

Fort Nelson Fort St. JohnGrande Prairie Swift CurrentCalgary Edmonton 1 800 478 6162  |  canam.com
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earth. CO2 is but one issue. Until we understand all the impacts 

of humanity’s actions on future generations, our debates are 

wasting valuable time and resources. My book is my challenge 

to you to step up and step in to be part of the necessary and, 

often, yet discovered solutions. While we have massive annual 

global conferences on climate change, why not also find more 

effective ways to educate and engage all people in conservation. 

Using less in everything we do as individuals and organizations 

gives us a tangible and collective role that we never get when 

the solutions and failures are all “out there” or someone else’s 

responsibility.

Oil executives are not evil. Environmentalists are not evil. 

Aboriginal people are not evil. Youth is not evil. Politicians are 

not evil. Hollywood stars are not evil. Big Food is not evil. We are 

all one. We can continue to slam any group we target as the evil 

ones. They are not. We are all trying to find fresh ways to move 

past huge challenges and to capture abundant opportunities.  

We are turning away from one another because often it is not 

believed to be safe to turn toward. Often the one who sees the big 

picture rather than the parts is considered the outlier. I see them 

as mavericks. I see our profession having many mavericks.

Increasingly, we are driven to focus on the wrong issues and to 

divide ourselves into “pro” and “con” camps. We miss the opportu-

nity to learn together. We miss the opportunity to focus on energy 

supply and demand, on better ways of doing business, on better 

ways to be a community and on possible improvements to our 

technologies. We, as leaders, must now take the lead. 

Collaborative organizations and conversations convened by 

courageous leaders are more crucially important than ever.

Industry often speaks about the importance of earning its 

“social licence to operate”. I speak of our (as society, communities, 

business people and leaders) social license to learn and evolve. 

That’s correct: our social licence to learn and evolve using methods 

that invite participation from all.

Very often those leading the public “anti” demonstrations or 

the industry “pro” marketing campaigns know little of the subject 

they so passionately market. Too often, wealthy business inter-

ests cloak their secret intentions and interest by manipulating 

those with a good heart and limited knowledge. Too often naïve 

members of the public fail to think for themselves. As a society, 

we are often stuck with our tunnel vision or groupthink. The 

information we receive is tailored to our perspective. Every Google 

search we do, generates only that narrow part of the internet body 

of knowledge that aligns with my past searches and the contents 

of my emails. I challenge you, as I challenge myself, to think and 

come together with those with diverse expertise and perspec-

tives to learn and evolve together. Play the devil’s advocate or the 

constructive critic in conversations and meetings. Challenge your-

self and your team to take a larger view before making decisions. 

Outsiders and opponents have much to teach us.



Your lands of 
opportunity await

Please contact us if you are looking to 
lease simple fee mineral title or enter 
into other royalty arrangements.

www.prairiesky.com
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of fee simple mineral title in Canada with approximately  
5.2  million acres of fee simple mineral title lands.
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In my new book, the first four steps are: Set Intention, Be 

Aware, Embrace Conflict and Seek Diversity. The next is to turn 

our minds to Design the Collaboration. Each step is important. 

Creating the appropriate “breathing space” must be conscious 

and strategic. 

Drop your weapons s.a.m.
In 2004, with over 100 volunteers from the Canadian petroleum indus-

try, we developed the “Let’s Talk Handbook on Company to Company 

Conflict Management” (www.c2cadr.org). A key recommendation of 

our C2C ADR Council was (and still is) that parties put the conflict 

aside and meet to discuss the alternative paths to resolution (nego-

tiation, facilitated discussion, mediation, arbitration, litigation, 

hearing). There is no discussion of the positions and respective 

interests of the parties. There is a discussion on what resources and 

experts are needed, references, precedents, schedules, and impact 

on the relationships of the parties beyond this conflict are outlined.  

A Situation Assessment Meeting (S.A.M.) brings the parties with the 

authority together (most often for the first time notwithstanding 

they are deep into their conflict). Once the parties focus their atten-

tion to the conflict outside of their positions, they make informed 

decisions as to what dispute resolution path they choose, what 

third parties they need to engage (at times a shared neutral third 

party expert is brought in rather than having dueling experts) and 

what commitments they may make to one another. The parties are 

now seeing the conflict and the possibilities together. They have 

(in the language of Getting To Yes) “separated the people from the 

problem”. In the great majority of events, within two weeks, they 

resolve the conflict by negotiation. 

Now apply the C2C ADR recommendations and experience 

to the way you approach collaboration. Rather than launching 

into the process straight away, go through the first four Steps to 

Essential Collaboration. Now you are ready to meet with the key 

people to design the collaboration. Design the collaboration in the 

same manner as a S.A.M. (Situation Assessment Meeting). 

key Design Questions
Key Design the Collaboration questions to help you:

• Why are you really doing this?

• Why would others choose to join us?

• What is the real question that needs to be answered?

• Are the participant’s priorities complimentary or different? 

• What are the alternatives and how do you compare and choose?

• What are the current and necessary preconditions?

•  Do you trust the others? 

• Is trust an issue for others? 

• What is needed?

• Is their time line similar? 

• What are the underlying interests?
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•  What is the best alternative to collaborating for everyone 

individually? 

• What will the rules of engagement be? 

•  How do you encourage disagreement and freedom to speak 

without invoking negatives emotions and responses?

• What about confidentiality? 

• What about competition? 

• What resources do you need to make this work? 

• What are the metrics and measurables you seek to create? 

•  What are the styles of the participants and how do you ensure 

they are included? 

• Who has the authority to agree and how will they be engaged?

•  How do you support one another in getting the ultimate result 

approved within the respective organizations? 

•  How will this serve you, others and the organization beyond the 

specific topic?

• What are the threats? 

• What will pull people away?

•  How can we make building our collaborative management 

stronger with this topic?

• How will team members and organizations be accountable?

• What is it we wish to capture as we go through the collaboration?

• What is the physical space that will encourage creativity?

• What is the energetic field we create?

•  Will there be times when the group needs to shrink and 

expend?

• How will we communicate with those not directly involved? 

•  Where and how can we incorporate art, music, poetry, dance 

and humor into our circle to engage all parts of our brains, 

creativity and more?

•  How do we build ownership of the collaboration within the 

group?

• What roles do we ask people to play? 

• Who is the facilitator or meeting lead?

•  Who will the champions be and when might they change in 

the process?

• What do the executive/stakeholders need to be our champions? 

• What software and other tools best meet our needs?

•  Shall we invite open source collaboration from experts and 

others outside our own organization, team, culture or nation? m

Excerpted from David B. Savage’s soon to be released 

book, One yes: 10 steps to essential collaboration.

All rights reserved
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Board Briefs
the key discussion items at the 

caPl board of Directors’ meeting 

held February 3, 2015 at the 

caPl office were as follows:

In Attendance   Absent  Guests 
L. Buzan B. Reynolds J. Covey None

M. Cookson P. Mandry A.Weldon

G. Richardson J. Shea M. Radomski

M. Creguer N. Sitch    

K. Gibson C. DeCiancio

•  Larry Buzan, Director of Finance, presented a Treasurer’s Report 

as at January 31, 2015, showing CAPL investments totalling 

$982,287.43 CDN plus a cash balance of $639,928.55 for a total 

of $1,622,215.98 CDN. The CAPL Scholarship Fund has a balance 

of $244,899.08 CDN. There were no transfers made since the 

last report.

•  Kent Gibson presented applications for five Active members, 

one Associate Member and seven Student Members, and a 

request from five Active Members to have their member status 

changed from Active to Senior, all of which were subsequently 

approved by the Board of Directors. 

 

•  As a result of current market conditions a motion was made 

and approved to send only one CAPL representative to the AAPL 

meetings in Charleston and Nashville instead of the usual two 

representatives.

•  The Board discussed alternative venues, formats and other 

options for the 2016 CAPL Conference in light of the current 

economic environment. 

•  Gary Richardson advised the Board that the PR Committee will 

host a benefit concert to raise money for the 4H Foundation 

instead of the steer raffle this year. The concert will most likely 

be held in May and will feature various recording artists. 

•  Paul Mandry updated the Board on CAPL and CAPP’s response 

to the Government on Bill 1. Both CAPL and CAPP are opposed 

to the proposed entry fee included in the bill. Paul also updated 

the Board on the progress made to date filling the FAM 

Committee Liaison roles. 

•  Larry Buzan advised the Board that a committee is being formed 

to kick off a “CAPL Cares” section on the website that will 

highlight and promote various charitable initiatives that CAPL 

members are involved in.

• Nikki Sitch reminded Directors of the following:

• The next Board of Directors’ Meeting will be held on March 

3, 2015.

• The February 25, 2015 General Meeting will be held as a 

luncheon at the Westin Hotel. m

Andrew Webb

Secretary/Director, Social
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Annual Results 2009 2010 2011 2012 2013 2014 2015
Number of transactions 122 138 121 130 93 151 3
Total sample dollar value C$BN $41.0 $24.5 $9.5 $43.4 $10.2 $37.5 $0.04
Total Proven Reserves ($/BOE) $25.68 $24.10 $25.72 $22.93 $18.31 $18.05 -
Proven + Probable Reserves ($/BOE) $16.35 $17.30 $18.29 $17.22 $12.76 $12.68 -
Per flowing BOE Production* $56,227 $64,648 $65,093 $73,400 $58,769 $56,079 $22,400
NYMEX WTI ($US/barrel) $61.80 $79.53 $95.10 $94.21 $97.97 $92.99 -
Cdn Par (C$/barrel) $65.90 $77.50 $95.03 $86.12 $92.92 $93.38 -
WCS (C$/barrel) $60.29 $68.48 $78.54 $74.36 $76.21 $78.27 -
NYMEX ($US/MMBtu) $4.03 $4.30 $4.00 $2.85 $3.75 $4.37 -
AECO-C (C$/MMBtu) $4.13 $4.00 $3.60 $2.41 $3.22 $4.47 -
USD FX price  (month-end) 1.1366 1.0299 0.9887 0.9992 1.0298 1.1043 -

* 1 transaction

Quarterly Results Q3 13 Q4 13 Q1 14 Q2 14 Q3 14 Q4 14 Q1 15
Number of transactions 29 31 31 39 49 32 3
Total sample dollar value C$MM $3,652 $4,196 $6,318 $8,423 $3,009 $19,776 $38
Total Proven Reserves ($/BOE) $16.58 $18.81 $18.11 $19.24 $18.38 $16.28 -
Proven + Probable Reserves ($/BOE) $10.52 $14.86 $13.60 $12.95 $12.26 $11.63 -
Per flowing BOE Production $55,813 $66,594 $50,055 $63,840 $62,169 $48,098 *$22,400
Proven + Probable Reserve Life Index (years) 15.7 17.3 13.3 18.2 11.9 15.9 -
Light Oil Weighted transactions (> 70%, $ per BOE) 2 10 7 12 10 5 0
OIL - Proven + Probable Reserves $18.85 $18.17 $23.68 $20.55 $20.17 $17.71 -
OIL - Per flowing BOE Production $86,552 $89,203 $88,509 $89,492 $100,743 $74,625 -
Gas Weighted transactions (> 70%, $ per BOE) 7 2 13 9 9 5 1
Gas - Proven + Probable Reserves $5.87 $3.14 $5.20 $5.10 $6.83 $5.73 -
Gas - Per flowing BOE Production $23,204 $20,745 $26,674 $31,192 $28,266 $36,345 $22,400

Average Prices Q3 13 Q4 13 Q1 14 Q2 14 Q3 14 Q4 14 Q1 15
NYMEX WTI ($US/barrel) $105.82 $97.46 $98.68 $102.99 $97.16 $73.15 -
Cdn Par (C$/barrel) $102.05 $86.27 $99.73 $104.51 $96.10 $73.16 -
WCS (C$/barrel) $89.21 $69.63 $82.35 $86.15 $80.84 $63.75 -
NYMEX ($US/MMBtu) $3.60 $3.63 $4.90 $4.56 $4.07 $3.95 -
AECO-C (C$/MMBtu) $2.82 $3.15 $4.76 $4.68 $4.22 $4.01 -
USD FX price 1.0385 1.0498 1.1035 1.0905 1.0893 1.1357 -

Questions? Please contact:
Craig Mathison @ (403) 731-3822; Cmathison@atb.com
This report is provided for informational purposes only. While ATB Financial believes the information to be reliable, ATB Financial does not guarantee, or make any representation as to its 
accuracy or completeness. The information is not to be construed as offering investment or financial advice and ATB Financial will not be liable for any loss or damage resulting from its use. 
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2014 mergers & acquisitions
Canadian energy M&A activity increased substantially in 2014 

relative to 2013. However, this was largely driven by strong activity 

during the first half of the year after the capital markets started to 

open in September 2013. When excluding the $15 billion Talisman/

Repsol transaction in Dec 2014, M&A activity generally slowed 

down in Q3 and Q4 2014 due to commodity price uncertainty and 

scarce public capital. 

Clearing prices in 2014 continued to be dictated by cash flow 

multiples (~4.0 – 6.0x) rather than net engineered asset values. 

Production transaction metrics also remained stable, with light 

oil weighted transactions clearing in a range of $70,000 – $100,000 

per flowing boe, while gas weighted transactions cleared closer to 

$20,000 - $25,000 per flowing boe.

Early 2014 saw an increased volume of cross-border transac-

tions with Canadian companies acquiring US assets. Examples 

include Baytex’s $2.6 billion acquisition of Aurora Oil & Gas, 

Encana’s $3.1 billion acquisition of Eagle Ford reserves from 

Freeport-McMoRan, and Encana’s entry into the Permian basin 

with the $7.1 billion purchase of Athlon Energy. This trend was 

likely due to the compelling relative economics of some of the US 

plays, prior to the decline in oil prices.

Another key theme in 2014 was the continued portfolio 

rationalization and divestiture of non-core assets by some of the 

majors. While Encana was actively purchasing US liquids assets, it 

also undertook various gas-weighted dispositions, including: sell-

ing Alberta gas assets to Jupiter Resources for $1.8 billion, selling 

Wyoming gas assets to TPG Capital for $1.98 billion, and selling 

Clearwater assets to Ember Resources for $605 million. Encana 

also spun-out its royalty interests through an IPO and subse-

quent secondary offering of PrairieSky Royalty Ltd. for aggregate 

proceeds of $4.06 billion. Other majors undertook similar disposi-

tions, with Devon selling its conventional Canadian gas-weighted 

assets to CNRL for $3.1 billion, EOG exiting Canada by selling all 

assets for $410 million to CNRL and an undisclosed party, Imperial 

Oil selling assets to Whitecap Resources for $855 million, and 

Royal Dutch Shell PLC selling its Orion oil sands assets to OSUM 

Oil Sands for $325 million.

Foreign investment remained relatively slow throughout most 

of 2014 due to low returns on past investments, government 

restrictions on state owned enterprises, political uncertainty 

related to LNG, and some of the large Asian companies choosing 

to stay closer to home. However, in October 2014 a division of 

Kuwait’s state-owned oil company, the Kuwait Foreign Petroleum 

Exploration Company (KUFPEC), purchased 30% of Chevron’s 

stake in the Duvernay region for $1.5 billion. This was Kuwait’s 

first investment in North America, and Kuwait’s Crown Prince has 

stated that this transaction could pave the way for further invest-

ment. While the transaction price of $15,000/acre set a new record 

for the region, KUFPEC is also interested in acquiring technical 



Declining oil prices could lead to tough decisions...

Saving you time and money with software that helps optimize processes. 

Contact us today to learn more about our land software.
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knowledge and skills that can be applied to the Kuwaiti oil sector. 

Although too early to say for certain, perhaps this marks the 

return of a somewhat stalled trend of foreign investment looking 

at factors other than strictly investment returns. This transaction 

also represented the first material transaction in the Duvernay 

region in over a year, going back to when Chevron acquired Alta 

Energy Luxembourg Starl’s Duvernay interests in August 2013. 

In 2015 we will look to see whether depressed stock prices and 

a lower Canadian dollar spurs increased interest from foreign 

investors. Additionally, it is worth noting that Asian investors have 

typically based investment decision on a longer-term horizon, and 

may be willing to ride out near-term volatility in commodity prices.

Public equity markets are currently very selective toward 

certain upstream energy issuers. However, private equity firms 

have ample capital available and are looking to make invest-

ments at lower valuations. Larger US private equity firms such as 

Blackstone, Apollo, and Warburg Pincus have recently set-up new 

energy investment funds, while Calgary-based Annapolis Energy 

closed a new $300MM fund in December 2014. Some private equity 

investors have commented that the recent commodity price 

downturn provides the best investment opportunity in years.

M&A activity through January 2015 was very slow, due in part 

to the increasing divergence of price expectations between buyers 

and sellers. Buyers will generally bid on expected cash flow with 

commodity prices based on the forward strip. This is especially 

true for public companies, as any company that is going to access 

capital markets needs to show that it is an accretive acquisition. 

With volatile commodity prices and limited long-term visibility, 

there are diverging commodity price forecasts resulting in a gap 

between buyer and seller expectations.

However, we expect to see an increase in M&A activity going 

forward. There any many firms with strong balance sheets and 

access to private capital that are looking to make investments 

and/or acquire assets at reduced valuations. Additionally, very 

select high-quality producers still have the ability to raise equity 

capital, as evidenced by ARC Resources raising $402 million and 

Raging River Exploration raising $77 million through bought deal 

financings in January 2015. Furthermore, reduced cash flow will 

push many highly leveraged companies to divest non-core assets 

and/or pursue other strategic alternatives. As such, we expect 

the current gap between buyers and sellers to be reduced out of 

necessity. Stock transactions may also allow the selling company 

to keep some upside if commodity prices recover. Overall, this 

period of lower commodity prices may provide a catalyst to 

increase the pace of continued consolidation across the upstream 

energy sector and could provide very attractive upside potential 

for investors with a longer-term investment horizon. m

ATB Corporate Financial Services
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Guest Speaker – April General Meeting

todd hirsch
chief economist
atb Financial

tODD hirsch is atb Financial’s chieF ecOnOmist. 
He holds a BA Honours in Economics from the University of 

Alberta and an MA in Economics from the University of Calgary. 

For over 20 years he’s worked as an economist at Canadian Pacific 

Railway, the Canada West Foundation and the Bank of Canada. 

For almost a decade, Todd taught economics at the University of 

Calgary. He released his first book, The Boiling Frog Dilemma: Saving 

Canada from Economic Decline in 2012.  

Todd provides economic commentary for several Canadian 

media outlets and is a regular columnist for the Globe and Mail.  

He currently serves on the Alberta Economic Development 

Authority, the University of Calgary Board of Governors and is the 

chair of the Premier’s Council on Culture. The federal government 

honoured Todd for his contribution to the community with the 

Diamond Jubilee Medal. 

He also writes an economic update that is sent to thousands 

of subscribers around the world everyday. It’s called The Owl and 

you can subscribe at atb.com/economics. m

ATB Financial is the largest Alberta-based financial 

institution, with assets of over $37.7 billion. it provides 

Retail Financial Services, Business and Agriculture Financial 

Services, investor Services, and Corporate Financial Services 

to more than 676,000 Albertans in 242 communities.  

it provides service through almost 200 branches and over 

100 agencies, telephone and internet banking, a Customer 

Contact Centre, and Automated Banking Machines.  

ATB has been named one of Canada’s 50 Best Employers by 

maclean’s magazine and one of Canada’s Top 100 Employers 

and Alberta’s Top 55 Employers by Mediacorp Canada inc.
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2015 CAPL Ski Trip

the 2015 caPl ski triP tOOk Place On Jan 30 
in lake lOuise. This year’s theme was “Superheroes” and 

attendees took full advantage of their creative imaginations to 

dress up. Some of the best costumes were LEGO Batman, LEGO 

Green Lantern, and the DUFF men! Below average conditions were 

more than made up for with a great crew having a lot of fun! 

Thank you to everyone who attended the Ski Trip, and making it 

the best year yet! Next year is sure to be a sell out! m

a special thanks to the sponsors of the 2015 ski trip:
Longhorn Geomatics

Altus Geomatics

Millenium Geomatics

Canada West land

Quest Geomatics

Synergy Land

MSL Land

Westbrick Energy

Midwest surveys

2015 caPl ski 
trip committee
Will Glass

Natalie Carson

Jared Tchir

Deborah Bristow

From left to right: Peter Lund, Jodie Seguin, Morgan Linehan, Scott Rideout, Jeff Rideout, Kristy Scott, 
Janice Redmond, Tom Templeton, Jodi Story, Steve Sawa and Doug Perry. 
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Eighteenth Annual 
CAPL 9–Ball Pool 
Tournament
the eighteenth annual caPl 9–ball POOl 
tOurnament was scheduled to be held at the Garage in Eau 

Claire Market on Thursday, May 7, 2015 beginning at 4:45 p.m. 

Due to a scheduling conflict  with another CAPL event, the CAPL 

9-Ball Tournament is being postponed until an official date can be 

determined. 

9–Ball is a game where luck plays a very big role, so come out 

and test your luck with guests and your fellow CAPL members 

alike. All levels of players are welcome to participate and team 

pairings are designed to minimize any requirement for talent. 

Non-playing spectators are also welcome and good-spirited heck-

ling is completely acceptable.

The format will be assigned teams of two players and all are 

guaranteed at least two best of three matches. We anticipate over 

60 players and a variety of prizes for surviving teams as well as 

for others through random draws. The entry fee will be $40 (GST 

included). Details of this upcoming event may be obtained from 

any member  of the 9–Ball Pool Committee. Please check the CAPL 

website for future updates. m

Derek Jacobus 403-536-3360 derek.jacobus@rpsgroup.com 

Matt Rasula 403-513-7850 Matthew.Rasula@huskyenergy.com

Jerry Roy 403-837-2466 jroy@mcelhanney.net



Suite 201, 2629 – 29th Avenue 
Regina, Saskatchewan S4S 2N9

Land Acquisitions
Freehold Mineral Specialists

Surface Acquisitions
Pipeline Right-of-Way

Rental Reviews
Damage Settlements

Crown Sale Attendance
Title Registration

Potash Projects
Wind Generation Projects
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CAPL Merit Awards

the merit awarDs cOmmittee neeDs yOur inPut 
tO ensure PrOPer recOgnitiOn OF the OutstanD-
ing vOlunteer cOntributiOns made by our members 

and friends of the Association, and to ensure that the Award 

Recipients continue to reflect the high standards of commitment 

and dedication to the Association and to the community as they 

have in the past. Nomination forms are available in the members 

section on the CAPL website.

the award categories are:
The Herb Hughes Memorial Award

The Herb Hughes Memorial is the highest and most prestigious 

award of our Association and is intended to give recognition to 

a member who has shown repeated outstanding contributions 

to our Association and industry and whose professional conduct 

continues to be exemplary. The Merit Awards Committee will 

reserve the right not to make the award if there is not an eligible 

recipient. This policy will maintain the award’s high standards.

CAPL Distinguished Citizen Award

One (1) special Landman will be honoured for his/her accomplish-

ments outside of CAPL through volunteer work in the community 

or petroleum industry which enhances the image of our profes-

sion and our Association. The Merit Awards Committee will 

reserve the right not to make the award if there is not an eligible 

recipient. This policy will maintain the award’s high standards.

CAPL Award of Merit

Up to three (3) awards will be made to CAPL Members who 

have made significant contributions to the Association by their 

participation on committees and in special events during 2014.  

The Executive and Directors are exempt and at least one (1) 

winner must not be a Committee Chairman.

CAPL Outstanding Graduate Award

One (1) award will be given to a former or existing student volunteer 

of CAPL who has graduated from an accredited university or college 

within the last three (3) years. This individual will have demon-

strated enthusiasm, energy, an interest in volunteerism within 

their educational program and the Association, and a willingness to 

make a positive contribution to our Association during 2014.

Bright Lights Award

Up to three (3) awards will be given in each of the areas surface, 

minerals and contracts to junior members of CAPL (membership 

< 5 years) who has demonstrated enthusiasm, energy and a 

willingness to make a positive contribution to our Association 

during 2014.

Volunteer Supporter Award

One (1) award will be given to a company that has actively 

encouraged its employees to get involved in our industry and 

Association. CAPL is run by volunteers, and we would like to 

recognize those companies who give their full support to their 

employees’ participation.

Friends of CAPL Award

Four (4) to eight (8) awards will be made to companies or individu-

als that have made significant contributions to our Association. In 

valuing the contributions, special consideration shall be given to 

the types of contributions or services provided to the Association, 

and any forms of non-monetary support. m



For information on our corporate advisory services visit our website: www.sayeradvisors.com 
or contact Alan Tambosso at 403.266.6133 or atambosso@sayeradvisors.com

Planning a Merger or Corporate Acquisition?

Sayer Energy Advisors...
The M&A Specialists.

Corporate Advisory   Fairness Opinions   Valuations   Oil Industry Publications 
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understanding Crude Oil and natural Gas Marketing

march 4, 2015 8:30 a.m. to 4:30 p.m.

The seminar will begin with a brief discussion of the history of 

gas marketing and some of the more commonly used industry 

terminology and methods of measurement. The instructors will 

cover the North American supply and demand picture including 

new areas of exploration and demand growth forecasts driven 

by new power generation. The course will review the transpor-

tation of natural gas and how to evaluate new pipelines and 

pipeline space. The course will then examine the fundamentals 

of natural gas pricing, storage and the basics of risk management. 

The second portion of the course will look at a brief history of 

Canadian crude oil marketing. The focus will then be on conven-

tional Canadian crude qualities, how they are valued, and how 

they trade. The instructor will then examine a synthetic crude 

oil including potential supply and pricing. Market factors and 

markets for Canadian crude including transportation will then 

be examined. 

Acquisitions and Title Review: A Practical Guide

march 10, 2015 8:30 a.m. to 4:30 p.m.

This seminar will focus on the practical aspects of title and due 

diligence reviews when acquiring assets in Western Canada. 

Attendees will benefit from the suggestions presented to make 

the title review process involving outside counsel more cost-ef-

fective and efficient, enabling you to interpret the title opinion 

and use it as a working document in your land administration 

system. In addition, guidelines and procedures will be presented 

to enable internal land personnel to conduct due diligence 

reviews in circumstances where the involvement of outside 

counsel may not be merited. Finally, the process of deficiency 

rectification will be discussed as well as alternatives for dealing 

with unresolved deficiencies within the context of the business 

deal and the sale agreement.

AER non-Routine Applications: Mitigating Obstacles (PSL®)

march 11, 2015 1:00 p.m. to 4:30 p.m.

This half day seminar will focus on the internal and external chal-

lenges faced by land professionals in preparing and managing non 

routine facility applications arising from Directive 56. An overview 

of the non-routine facility application life cycle will be presented 

in the context of the AER. Topics will include: 

• The pre-application processes;

•  Alternative processes to manage and address potential land-

owner concerns and objections;

• Preparing and submitting the non-routine application;

• Review and discussion of AER non-routine application processes

•  Review and discussion of AER Hearing Processes, including 

Local Intervener Costs; and

• Appeal of a AER Hearing Decision.

Get Smart
the caPl education committee is pleased to present the following courses:
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Conventional Agreements: Junior Level

march 12, 2015 8:30 a.m. to 4:30 p.m.

This seminar will focus primarily on reviewing typical agreements 

such as farmouts, seismic options, pooling and joint operating 

agreements through the utilization of sample letter agreements, 

formal agreements and precedents. 

Fiduciary Duties

march 19, 2015 9:30 a.m. to 12:00 p.m.

This half day seminar will focus on problem areas arising in 

the context of both transactions and day-to-day operations.  

Case examples and court decisions specific to land related issues 

will be presented and discussed. Specifically, this course will 

emphasize situations and circumstances where fiduciary duties 

do and do not arise and the nature of these duties. 

Constructive Conflict Management (PSL®)

march 24, 2015 8:30 a.m. to 4:30 p.m.

The instructor will discuss how and why conflict occurs in the 

workplace and discuss solutions for dealing with it and avoiding 

it in the future. Topics will include professionalism, defusing 

angry and aggressive subjects, and understanding why people act 

as they do during conflicts. Both presentations and interactive 

discussion will be used throughout the course to help identify the 

difference between people’s positions and their interests. 

Preparing For a Surface Rights Board Hearing (PSL®)

march 25, 2015 8:30 a.m. to 4:30 p.m.

This course will begin by covering the types of surface rights board 

hearings, including compensation, rent review, damage claims 

and back rent. The next section will focus on the structure of the 

hearing and deal with procedural elements, evidence taken under 

oath, direct and cross examination of witnesses and questions 

from the board. From there the course will focus on evidentiary 

issues like the burden of proof and discuss privacy issues before 

closing by discussing the orders ultimately issued by the board.

Resolving Conflict Through negotiation

march 26, 2015 8:30 a.m. to 4:30 p.m.

This seminar will instruct negotiators of any level of experience 

in the skills of interest-based negotiations. Formulated on the 

Harvard and Justice Institute of British Columbia Model, focus will 

be on practicing select communication skills to:

• Identify the negotiation matter at issue

•  Discover and understand both your own and the other party’s 

underlying interests which are motivating the hardened posi-

tions taken in the negotiation; and

•  Brainstorm options which meet the underlying interests 

common to both parties and unique to each party so that a 

win-win agreement can be reached. 

Surface A&D (PSL®)

april 07, 2015 8:30 a.m. to 12:00 p.m.

This seminar is designed to provide an overview of surface land 

issues in the acquisition and divestiture of operated properties. 

Topics include a sample checklist, lease and agreement convey-

ancing, well licences and LLR review, transfers, easements and 

rights-of-way, transfer of caveats, road use agreements, notice 

to landowners and occupants, electronic processes in Crown 

dispositions and licence transfers, and environmental approvals.  

The course is presented from an Alberta perspective, but much of 

the material and process is relevant to other jurisdictions.

Directive 056: AER Energy Development Applications 

Public Consultation Requirements (PSL®)

april 9, 2015 8:30 a.m. to 4:30 p.m.

The AER (the “Board”) believes that appropriate notification and 

public consultation must be conducted well in advance of the 

submission of an application to the AER. This seminar helps 

proponents understand the public consultation requirements, 

expectations of the AER and assists companies in completing the 

application or audit processes for regulatory compliance. 

1990 and 2007 CAPL Operating Procedures

april 14 & 15, 2015 8:30 a.m. to 4:30 p.m.

The 1990 CAPL Operating Procedure is the industry benchmark 

document for operations conducted on jointly held lands. It sets 

forth procedures for dealing with AFEs, Operators’ rights and 

duties, indemnification and liability, insurance, marketing, inde-

pendent operations, facilities construction, rights of first refusal 

and many more items of concern that arise between joint inter-

est parties. In this seminar, the 1990 and 2007 CAPL Operating 

Procedures will be discussed in detail with particular emphasis on 

its day-to-day application.
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Professional Ethics: Case Studies for Landmen 

april 16, 2015 8:30 a.m. to 4:30 p.m. 

In this course the participants will consider in depth several 

case studies with the goal of identifying, understanding, and 

applying the ethical implications for the professional landman.  

Consideration of the CAPL code of conduct as well as current 

ethical concerns for the landman will also be a part of this course.

indian Oil & Gas Canada

april 21, 2015 1:00 p.m. to 3:00 p.m.

The session provides an overview of IOGC, the Indian Oil and 

Gas Act and regulations, IOGC’s role in assisting First Nation 

develop their oil and gas, the two key approaches to negotia-

tions and a review of IOGC’s current subsurface and surface 

disposition processes, applicable federal legislation and regulator 

requirements.

Royalty Calculations

april 28, 2015 1:00 p.m. to 4:30 p.m.

This half-day seminar will focus on a case study approach to 

examining the complexities and implications of various actual 

royalty clauses and calculations. m

33rd

RECEPTION
ANNUAL

Please RSVP by March 20, 2015
to Tara by phone (403) 556-8207
or email rsvpocla@oldscollege.ca

  

  

Thursday, March 26, 2015
4:00 – 8:00 pm

Fairmont Palliser Hotel
The Crystal Ballroom
9th Ave. & 1st St. S.W.

Calgary, Alberta
This invitation is open to past graduates,  
people in all aspects of energy, right-of-way 
and/or land management and other related  
industries. 

Your attendance and support at this
reception is greatly appreciated!

You are cordially INVITED to
meet students from the

Land Agent &  
Land Analyst Programs 
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The Negotiator’s 
Message From 
the Board

business Development (bD)
the learning curve has 
been steeP but the exPeri-
ence has been invaluable.  
To be able to give back to the associa-

tion that has served me so well over the 

30+ years of my career has been very 

rewarding indeed.

The Business Development portfolio 

is overseen by two Directors: one for 

Saskatchewan and Oil Sands; and the 

other for Alberta and British Columbia. 

The primary focus of the Directors is 

to stay in as close of contact as possi-

ble with the Tenure branches of the 

Energy Ministries of the Western Canadian Provincial Governments.  

Our goal and mandate is to advise and update the membership 

of changes linked to Petroleum and Natural Gas Regulations and 

to provide input to these ministries and comments from our 

membership regarding these changes. Accordingly, it is the portfo-

lio’s charge to advise the membership of changes coming down the 

pipeline – it is the memberships’ responsibility to advise your direc-

tors of any comments or concerns that should be passed on to the 

ministries. Since the last CAPL Board of Directors elections there 

have been updates to P&NG Regulations in Alberta and continued 

Tenure discussions in BC, the Alberta Oil Sands and Saskatchewan. 

In Alberta the CAPL BD portfolio is represented on the Alberta 

Government’s Business Process Review Committee (BPR) and the 

Tenure Industry Advisory Committee (TIAC). The most significant 

changes to the Alberta P&NG Regulations that were sculpted 

during the most recent BPR can be found at the following address: 

www.energy.alberta.ca/Tenure/3506.asp. They relate primarily to 

P&NG Licence Validation due to the increased use of horizontal 

wells in addition to changes to Continuation of Primary Leases and 

Intermediate Licence respecting Sections 14, 16 and 17 of the P&NG 

Regulations. The Alberta TIAC meets approximately twice per year. 

It is primarily through the TIAC where the Tenure Branch of Alberta 

Energy interacts with industry to ensure that Alberta’s tenure legis-

lation, business rules and policies evolve with the changing needs 

of government and industry. It is at the TIAC meetings where the 

Department of Energy would initiate discussions with Industry 

that would lead for example to the above mentioned BPR. 

The single initiative that is likely to have the largest impact 

on industry that has been introduced in Alberta are the changes 

to the Licence Liability Ratings. See the article in your January 

2014 issue of The Negotiator for a very good summary of these 

changes and their potential impacts on the industry. Should your 

company have any comments with these changes (good or bad) 

it is suggested that you present them to your Alberta Director of 

Business Development and your concerns will be relayed to the 

Alberta Government.

In British Columbia the CAPL BD portfolio is represented on 

the Business Tenure Working Group (BTWG). The mandate for 

this group is similar to the TIAC in Alberta in that it is charged 

with Industry/Government communication on matters affecting 

Tenure. Since the last BC provincial elections certain changes to 

the ministries took place. The former Ministry of Energy, Mines 

and Natural Gas was split into two ministries: The Ministry of 

Energy and Mines; and The Ministry of Natural Gas Development 

(and responsible for housing). The Honourable Rich Coleman is the 

Minister of Natural Gas Development and the Ministry is comprised 

of the Oil and Gas Division and the Liquid Natural Gas (LNG) Task 

Force. The Petroleum and Natural Gas Titles Branch is also a 

Department within the Ministry of Natural Gas Development. The 

primary area of discussion in the BTWG revolved around Deferred 

Parcels. These are parcels that have been requested by industry for 

posting at upcoming P&NG sales but have been deferred due to 

ongoing discussions/negotiations with local communities and First 

Nations. A recent initiative is that the Deferred Parcels are being 

discussed monthly with relevant stakeholder groups in the hope 

of making a decision on Deferred Parcels on a more expeditious 

basis. In respect of continuation applications members should be 

aware that the OGC is moving to a digital records system, and there 

is currently a backlog as they scan paper records. It is suggested 

that when a short turnaround on a lease selection application is 

needed, companies using paper should submit a duplicate copy 

of the well files to the ministry. This will expedite the application 

while ensuring companies meet their reporting requirements 

with the OGC. Electronic well file submission to the OGC does 

not result in the delays experienced when using paper submis-

sions. In addition, another major undertaking of the BTWG is the 

Unconventional Tenure Options and Continuation Approaches. 

The primary issue being addressed is to facilitate orderly develop-

ment. Currently requiring validation during the first few years of 

tenure may conflict with the idea of allowing companies to step 

out development in an orderly way. Discussion between industry 

and government continue on this matter. If your company has any 

comments on these or other initiatives being covered by the BTWG, 

please don’t hesitate to contact your Director.



Pursuing Perfection

www.synergyland.ca    |    1.877.961.LAND (5263)

SYNERGY LAND would like to remind 
all of our CAPL colleagues that we are 

ready and able to assist with your mineral 
leasing needs. Several of our agents are 

well versed in negotiating freehold 
mineral agreements, and we attend land 

sales in all of the Western Provinces.

Call James McCorquodale at 
(403) 930-3301, and our team will help 
you develop the budget and timeline 

for your 2015 mineral acquisitions.

Please note that as of November 1, 2014,
Synergy Land Services Ltd. 

will be located at:
200, 2710 – 17 Avenue SE

Calgary, AB  T2A 0P6

Crown Land Sales
and

Freehold Mineral Leasing

Synergy2014_CAPLHalfPgVert3.5x9.75.indd   1 2014-10-24   10:58 AM
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Late in 2013, the Oil Sands Tenure Group submitted 

suggested changes to the Crown in hopes of furthering 

industry dialogue on the current regulations. In the absence 

of feedback from the Crown as to next steps in this discus-

sion, another request for a meeting with industry was made 

in September 2014. Further developments in this area will 

be shared with the CAPL membership as it is available.

In Saskatchewan, 2014 continued with many improve-

ments to processes and systems through ISC (Information 

Services Corporation) and SK-IPTAC (Saskatchewan-

Industry Petroleum Tenure Advisory Committee) and 

various other subcommittees. The most significant impact 

of upcoming changes will be the implementation of work 

being conducted by the PRIME initiative late in 2015. PRIME 

is the Ministry of Economy’s (ECON) Process Renewal 

and Infrastructure Management Enhancement program 

focused on renewing and modernizing oil and gas business 

processes and computer systems to better meet the needs 

of industry stakeholders and the ministry including devel-

opment of Integrated Resource Information Systems (IRIS) 

that support the ministry’s new business processes with 

web-based self-service functionality to industry.

In addition to representation on Tenure advisory 

committees with the Western Provincial Governments, 

the Business Development Portfolio has been working on 

a project that would see all of the CAPL Form documents 

(ie P&NG Leases and CAPL Operating Procedures, etc.) 

available online in the Member’s Only area of our website 

at no cost to members. Currently all documents have been 

scanned thanks in large part to the assistance of Stop & 

Go Publications. There are two phases to this endeavor: 

The first is to make the documents available as soon as 

possible. The second is to have the most current documents 

electronically updateable and searchable while also provid-

ing the necessary security features that would prevent 

changes to the stock provisions without these changes 

being highlighted. While this later phase is being pursued 

we are pleased to report that upon updating of our website, 

the documents will be available for downloading in paper 

equivalent format. m

Andrew Weldon 

Director, Business Development

Alberta & British Columbia

Michelle Creguer

Director, Business Development

Saskatchewan & Alberta Oilsands
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Roster Updates

new members
The following members were approved by a 

Motion on February 3, 2015:

Applicant Current Employer Sponsors

Active

Michael Christensen encana corporation  andrew Fulford, Psl 

  Jason gouw, Psl 

  chad lerner

Chad Hale canada west land Douglas bedard, Psl 

 services ltd. barbara heemeryck 

  craig ruddy

Leslee Laverdure manitok energy inc. chris brown 

  marty niwa 

  rodger Perry, P.land 

Margaret McGrath imperial Oil resources mike gardam, Psl 

  Denis mcgrath, P.land 

  gary morris

Associate

Brian Bidyk Davis llP lawrence Fisher 

  gary lebsack 

  Jeremy wallis

Student

Taylor Blanchard university of calgary robert schulz

Rhett Couture university of calgary robert schulz

Marnie Evans Olds college tara lloyd

Matthew Geib university of calgary robert schulz

Dinora Santos university of calgary robert schulz

Christopher True university of calgary robert schulz

Colin Wiebe university of calgary robert schulz

Active to Senior

Gloria Boogmans, P.Land haida energy inc.

George Clease independent

Dalton Dalik, P.Land Dalik & associates ltd.

Michael Debolt, P.Land independent

Ed Johnston independent

Doug Kay, P.Land intrepid resources ltd.

Bill Kiff independent

Kevin MacFarlane independent m

On the move
Joseph Anderson eOg resources canada inc.

 to independent

Jenelle Belland Quicksilver resources canada inc.

 to crescent Point energy corp. 

Randy Berg, P.Land independent

 to spartan energy corp.

Diane Boisclair touchstone exploration inc.

 to independent 

Alan Bruinsma encana corporation

 to ember resources inc.

Ken Buckley triaxon Oil corp.

 to rifle shot Oil corp.

Jeff Collins encana corporation

 to ember resources inc.

Terry Cutting canada west land services ltd.

 to independent 

Ryan d’Abadie, PSL murphy Oil company ltd.

 to shell canada energy

Amber Elie independent 

 to todd energy canada limited 

Robert Fathers vertex Professional services ltd.

 to independent 

Alayne Fernquist sinopec Daylight energy ltd.

 to independent 

Ryan Gillen encana corporation 

 to independent 

Greg Glenn novus energy inc. 

 to Jerron energy ltd.

Daniel Halper raging river exploration inc.

 to artisan energy corporation 

Jeff Lebbert range royalty management ltd.

 to southbow royalty ltd.

Susan Levy taQa north ltd.

 to velvet energy ltd.

Christopher Lizotte xtO energy canada 

 to independent 

Raymond Masniuk encana corporation

 to ray P. masniuk energy consultants inc.
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Debbie Morrison independent

 to apache canada ltd.

Marco Oliverio encana corporation

 to ember resources inc.

Cody Parrish encana corporation

 to ember resources inc.

Ken Pretty Forge Petroleum corporation

 to sprott toscana

Michelle Radomski range royalty management ltd.

 to Prairiesky royalty ltd.

Doug Reynolds, P.Land harvest Operations corp.

 to independent 

Ken Rossi, P.Land touchstone exploration inc.

 to terrex holdings ltd.

Philip Schnell conocoPhillips usa

 to anadarko Petroleum corporation

Taylor Searle lightstream resources ltd.

 to independent

Jerry Seida ravenwood energy corp.

 to independent 

Deborah Smith encana corporation

 to ember resources inc.

Colin Taylor bellatrix exploration ltd.

 to mapan energy ltd.

Gordon Tetz husky Oil Operations limited

 to landsolutions lP

Shaun Thiessen Prairiesky royalty ltd.

 to astra Oil corp.

Kelly Thom encana corporation

 to ember resources inc.

Jeremy Thornborough independent 

 to corinthian Oil corp.

Kim Urban, P.Land harvest Operations corp.

 to urban consulting corp.

Andrew Webb Progress energy canada ltd.

 to crescent Point energy corp.

Gordon Zaharik, P.Land harvest Operations corp.

 to independent m

In Memoriam

walter bowles
It is with deepest sadness that the CAPL announces the recent 

passing of Walter Bowles on January 6, 2015 at the age of 83.  

He was predeceased by his wife Betty in 1971 and is survived by 

his children Donna, Beverley, Mae and Gordon. 

Walter moved from Montreal to Calgary in 1955 to work at the 

Hudson Bay store in downtown Calgary. After a short time, he was 

hired by Imperial Oil, where he worked for many years as a land-

man. In the 1970’s, he became the VP of Land at Teck Corporation 

in Calgary and became a member of the CAPL in 1971. 

After retiring in 1993, he stayed fit by working out at the Kirby 

Centre. His passions were downhill skiing, good food and travel-

ling to Maui, the Oregon coast and Whitefish, Montana.

Walter loved Stampede week at the 400 Club and he loved 

going to the Danish Canadian Club on Fridays for their “seafood 

brunch”.

Walter was very proud to be a landman for over 40 years and 

will be greatly missed by all that had the pleasure to know him. m
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navigating the Future
september 20-23, 2015
St. John’s, Newfoundland 

and Labrador – a city where 

old world charm mixes 

with a bustling commer-

cial port, a busy business 

core, colourful jelly bean 

houses, historic buildings, 

artisan shops, art galleries 

and museums. An amazing 

selection of dining experiences – including award winning top 

rated Canadian restaurants – await visitors. And the live, local 

music scene is truly unique and thriving. 

The 2015 Conference committee is planning a variety of activ-

ities and evening events to allow all conference attendees the 

opportunity to network, have some fun, and experience the heart 

and soul of St. John’s. 

imagine
•  Ziplining above Petty Harbour on the largest zip-line course in 

Canada made up of 10 lines all with spectacular views of the 

Atlantic Ocean.

•  The sound of waves crashing, the wind blowing in your face 

– you are on the Cape Spear look-out deck – the most east-

erly point in North America and closer to France than Alberta.  

Explore bunkers, anti-aircraft guns & other World War II relics 

located on the eastern cliffs.

2015 37th Annual CAPL Conference



scottland.caCalgary
403 261 1000 780 428 2212

Edmonton
780 513 8540

Grande Prairie
250 787 2722
Fort St. John

780 875 7201
Lloydminster

306 359 9000
Regina

306 668 3601
Saskatoon

Afraid your 
land agent 
may not have
enough experience?

Scott Land has the most experienced land professionals in the industry. 
That experience drives down your costs. Call us about your next project.
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•  Hiking to Quidi Vidi village around the North Head Trail, stop-

ping at look out points over the ocean and rugged landscape 

and then topping it off with a Quidi Vidi brewery tour and 

sampling at your final destination.

•  Skimming along the surface of the ocean in a kayak or a zodiac, 

following the nooks and crannies of the ruggedly beautiful 

eastern coastline – watching for seasonal marine life and sights 

only seen from this vantage point. 

•  Experiencing the history, legend and lore of St. John’s historical 

sights including Cabot Tower, Government House, Signal Hill 

and the Colonial Building. 

•  Teaming up for a day of laughs with a Discovery Hunt done 

Newfoundland style!

These are just a few of the activities that await in St. John’s.  

Be there – you don’t want to miss the adventure! m

Activities Committee Members

Lorne Schwetz, Krissie Rennie, Jordan Murray, Marco Oliverio, 

Tyler Adair, Helen Klein, Wayne Ellis and Marilyn Gosling 

Activities Committee Co-chairs

Mary Gothard and Kelly Pypers
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The Social Calendar

EvEnt DAtE tIME LOCAtIOn
COSt 

(InCLUDInG GSt)
COntACt nAME COntACt PHOnE COntACt EMAIL

REGIStRAtIOn 
DEADLInE

CAPL Squash 
tournament

7-Mar-15 5:00 PM The Glencoe Club $75.00 Rob Bodzioch (403) 930-4184 rbodzioch@torcoil.com 6-Mar-15

CAPL St. Paddy’s 
Celebration & 

networking night
12-Mar-15 5:00 PM The Calgary Tower

No Cost for Members 
Student Members: $47.25 

Non-Members: $94.50
Kaitlin Polowski (403) 237-6635 reception@landman.ca 6-Mar-15

Olds College 
Land Agent 
networking 

Evening

26-Mar-15 4:00 PM Fairmont Palliser Hotel N/A Tara Lloyd (403) 556-8207 tlloyd@oldcollege.ca 20-Mar-15

CAPL April 
General Meeting

Elections Dinner

8-Apr-15 5:00 PM The Westin Hotel
No Cost for Members  

Non-Members: $105.00 
Student Members: $52.50

Karin Steers (403) 237-6635 ksteers@landman.ca 2-Apr-15

18th Annual 
CAPL 9-Ball Pool 

tournament
TBD TBD TBD $40 (GST included) Derek Jacobus (403) 536-3360 derek.jacobus@rpsgroup.com TBD

* Please note: Registration forms can be downloaded from the CAPL website:

General Meetings: http://landman.ca/events&meetings/general_meetings.php

Social: http://landman.ca/events&meetings/social_events.php
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March Meeting
march 12, 2015
caPl st. Paddy’s celebration & networking night

Reception: 5:00 p.m.

Where: The Calgary Tower

   101 - 9 Avenue S.W.

Cost:  No Charge for Members

   Student Members $47.25 (includes $2.25 GST)

   Guest Tickets $94.50 (includes $4.50 GST)

All members are required to confirm their attendance by email. 

Only student members and guests are required to purchase 

a ticket. Email responses to Kaitlin at reception@landman.ca.  

Please note when ordering guest tickets please supply the guest 

name and company. Please confirm your attendance prior to noon 

on Thursday, March 5, 2015. m

April Meeting
april 8, 2015
annual general meeting and elections
guest speaker: todd hirsch, atb Financial

Cocktails: 5:00 p.m.

Dinner: 6:00 p.m.

Where: The Westin Hotel

   320 – 4 Avenue S.W.

Cost:  No Charge for Members

   Student Members $52.50 (incl. $2.50 GST)

   Guest Tickets $105.00 (incl. $5.00 GST)

To register please go the event tab on the CAPL website.

Deadline for registration is noon, Thursday, April 2, 2015. m

march
 3 Tuesday Board Meeting
 4 Wednesday Understanding Crude Oil and Natural Gas Marketing
 7 Saturday Squash Tournament
 10 Tuesday Acquisitions and Title Review: A Practical Guide
 11 Wednesday Alberta Land Sale
 11 Wednesday  AER Non-Routine Applications: Mitigating Obstacles 

(PSL®)
 12 Thursday CAPL St. Paddy’s Day Celebration and Networking Night
 12 Thursday Conventional Agreements: Junior Level
 19 Thursday Fiduciary Duties
 24 Tuesday Constructive Conflict Management (PSL®)
 25 Wednesday Alberta Land Sale
 25 Wednesday British Columbia Land Sale
 25 Wednesday Preparing For a Surface Rights Board Hearing (PSL®)
 26 Thursday Resolving Conflict Through Negotiation m

april
 3  Friday Good Friday
 5 Sunday Easter 
 6 Monday Saskatchewan Land Sale
 7 Tuesday Board Meeting
 7 Tuesday Surface A&D (PSL®)  
 8 Wednesday Alberta Land Sale
 8 Wednesday General Meeting 
 9 Thursday   Directive 056: AER Energy Development Applications 

Public Consultation Requirements (PSL®) 
 14,15 Tue-Wed 1990 and 2007 CAPL Operating Procedures 
 16 Thursday Professional Ethics: Case Studies for Landmen 
 21 Tuesday Indian Oil & Gas Canada 
 22 Wednesday British Columbia Land Sale
 28 Tuesday  Royalty Calculations
 29 Wednesday  Alberta Land Sale m

CAPL Calendar 
of Events





Warning: Our data has gone mobile
(You may never return to the office)

Leading the way with customer-driven data, integrated software 
and services for your upstream decision-making needs.

geoSCOUT | gDC | petroCUBE at www.geoLOGIC.com

Now, get geoLOGIC’s value-added data almost any place, any time,  
any way you want it. Available through gDCweb on your tablet, 
smartphone or computer. 

With 30 years of data experience behind it, gDC is the source for high 
quality, value-added well and land data from across Western Canada and 
the Northern United States. Another plus – our data is accessible through 
an expanding range of industry software utilizing our own easy-to-use 
gDC GIS and our geoSCOUT software.

View, search, import and export well, land and production data, 
documents, logs and more from almost anywhere. For more information
visit our website at www.geoLOGIC.com
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